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About This Game

Welcome to the D.O.E. General,

Your assignment is to see that the final ships from earth leave safely before the slaving race, known to us as the Verookuzan and
their allied forces, destroy Earth and enslave its inhabitants. By utilizing what’s left of E.D.N (Earths Defense Network) and its

orbital galactic stations, you stand as Earth's last line of defense. As the newly appointed D.O.E. (Defender of Earth) ,YOU will,
outlast this Alien Armada so that our mother ship The Arch can launch. We will be hunted, but our civilization will live to fight

another day. Free from these tyrannical beings bent on subjugating the human race.

Defender of Earth vs The Alien Armada is an exciting space themed tower defense game! You play as a general designated as
the Defender of Earth (D.O.E.), and you will utilize space stations and battle platforms to deploy your towers to defend each
quadrant of space. You will battle against 3 different alien races with at least 4 different types of ships. D.O.E. is fast paced

action, that requires a players real time engagement to build and rebuild defenses as enemy ships blast their way to your space
station. Upgrade your towers and your tech because the invading forces mean business. Balance your credits and your scrap to
find the right combination of defenses to defeat your enemies. Your battles will be waged in 16 theaters of war leading up to 1

final level with all the aliens attacking at the same time.

Key Features:
9 Upgrade-able turrets during gameplay

3 Alien Races with 4 ships classes that fire at your defenses
Upgrade-able tech adding 3 extra defenses

Up to 4 quick defense special ability measures
First person mode on most turrets

16 levels the last level is a Battle Royal against the 3 races
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Title: DEFENDER OF EARTH VS THE ALIEN ARMADA
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
MONKEY WRENCH STUDIO INC.
Publisher:
MONKEY WRENCH STUDIO INC.
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7

Processor: I-5 processor

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 980

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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About Achievement Clicker:

It's name explains anything. You need to click each time for one achievement. This genre is a pure cash grab. Don't waste your
money to get some silly ABCD achievements. Also you can't remove the earned achievements if you decide you don't want fake
numbers.

I don't recommend purchasing.. HECKING AMAZING. If you had preordered this game on console, you got The Nioh Set, and
Golden Nioh sets as armors that you could redeem via the boon option. You can still get the Golden Nioh set by grinding.
However, I preferred the regular Nioh set through the game, as well as the axe and katana I got from using it on PlayStation 4..
After finding that in this "complete" edition that I can't get what I want, what is left is just a very grindy game that half
combines Diablo elements with Dark Souls elements.
If you want me to review the game all I can really say is that it's okay, but it's incredibly repetitive.
Don't expect a character creation screen or a name screen. You have William, William, William, and William. (Nioh 2 is going
to have character creation!)
There are different ways to play the game, and there is a decent selection of weapons.
The same levels, enemies, and bosses are reused over and over and over again.
The gameplay is fun until it's not. I wanted to pick it up on pc to play it again in the future with friends, but I regret that
decision.. I feel this game has too many bad reviews, that don't do it justice.

The gameplay is excellent. It's similar to freelancer, but with inertia and glide\/slide mechanics. It's a joy to pilot the fighter!

Sure it could be longer and have more options, ships and whatnot, but then it wouldn't have this price tag.

Great dogfights, varied mission objectives. Hope they make a second one!. Similar to its counterparts, a fun way to waste an
hour.. Character is well made, but its not suppose to be dlc as all the other games had bardock. ran into a bug during the story
mode that broke the game.. $10 at launch is a real good price. There's not a lot of bells and whistles apart from the netplay but
the game is exactly what it says on the box. The lobby arrangement of It's Been a Long Time Since We Passed Through Space
Time! is also very good.

I am very bad at this game, thanks for listening to my story.. A clean, classy, Super Monkey Ball inspired work of art with huge
open levels and a relaxing design. At times it makes my PC tank (largely because my pc is♥♥♥♥♥♥, but it is very fun
nonetheless. I definately recomend it for any fan of rolling platformers.
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(a foot on a chair) You summon and kill... (kicks chair away) Summon and kill... (walks forward) I fail to see the logic here.
(turns around, holds his fist near his face) Is sanity the price to pay... For power?!

i got this dlc with the deluxe edition sadly. Other than the backkwars cab view every time I try to shunt the transport cars they
derail. not matter the speed or antything i do they derail every single time. Nice super hard platformer with clear simple UI. All
killer no filler. The generous fast respawns mean that you can die 50 times on the same segment and not have it take forever.
The difficulty curve is very nice and when you finally pass a bit, you feel that you finally perfected your game and have the urge
to try the next segment. And an awesome soundtrack keeps you in the groove.
. Fun game, well done for an indie game. Good graphics and sound, fun to play and quite challenging.Those llamas are driving
me craaazy. This game is pretty similar to triple town so I don't think the concept is original, but it doesn't feel as repetitive as I
expected. boss fight, bonus stage, survival mode and shop. I can guess this is a ported mobile app game, which I don't really like
playing because most of casual games bores me. but hey, this is pretty good and I'm surprised myself. I bought this as soon as it
came out hoping this will be "LOLO series (NES)" -ish. didn't watch the video, I was wrong but I don't regret the purchase, it's a
good way to refresh your mind.

Graphics: 8.5
I respect the devs for its clean mixed 2d for gameplay visual and 3d menu. style is cute. for every detail, yes, I do notice them,
they are appreciated.

Sound: 6.5
Average, It's not something that you'll remember, not catchy, but also not something you'll hate.

Gameplay: 7
As I mentioned before, concept is not original but improvised in its own way so it's good. one of the casual games I'd like to
spend my time with. I had most fun with survival mode as the you don't need to say goodbye to your "evolved mammoth" every
level.

Customer Support: 10
Found a bug and reported it. was fixed 2 days later. best support I have ever experienced.

Overall rating: 8.0
This is a good game to refresh your mind.
One of the best casual games out there.. Got thru it but it was not easy. You need to use the ghost a couple of time by throwing
to through or over and i could not do it. After 20 attempts I had to cheat and walk thru walls to get the ghost to where I wanted
it. Glad I finished it but it was a pain over all.. I bought this game for about 10 bucks (one copy for a friend of mine, one for
me), expecting it to be a great co-op and PvP game, after reading the glowing reviews and the way it is advertised on Steam.

What can i say? Don't bother. There's a good game in there but you can hardly play it. The first thing i noticed were input and
settings related bugs. Then crashes. But worst of all, no servers and the inability to actually create a co-op room and invite you
friends (remember, it was advertised to have this feature).

If you're lucky, you may still find a dedicated server, which most likely will be empty. If you create your own lobby, you will be
unable to invite your friends and your friends won't be able to see it in the server browser (we tried it, multiple times and with
multiple settings/solutions).

The only way to play this online, is to get into one of the two empty servers i have found and let your friend join them too. The
downside is, you can't select the game mode or map and you most likely end up in opposing teams (1vs1 basically).

It's a shame, really, because the game itself promoses to be fun. I don't care if this was released on 2011. It's still sold and
advertised on steam and i expect the advertised features to work. It may be "just" 10 bucks, but i want it back anyway.

This game is the straw that broke the camel's back and i will refrain from buying anything on steam for a while.. This game as a
really bad issue with steam vr, it's the third time i try to play a level and it wont sto making steam vr crash, it has done it around
a dozen times already. please fix the issue. A bit racist and weird, but it's okay.
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